Abstract. High-pressure melting, phase transitions and structures of iron have been studied to 84 GPa and 3500 K with an improved laser heated diamond anvil cell technique and in situ high P-T x-ray diffraction. At pressures below 60 GPa, the lower bound on the melting curve is close to those measured by Boehler [1993] and Saxena et al. [1993]; however, at pressures above 60 GPa our data indicate melting at higher temperatures than these studies, but still lower than the melting curve of Williams et al [1990]. The •-¾-1 triple point is 60(+5) GPa and 2800(+200) K, based on our data of the •-¾ phase transition and the observation of melting by in situ x-ray diffraction. No solid phases other than •-Fe and ¾-Fe were observed in situ at high temperatures (>1000 K) and pressures to 84 GPa. However, the diffraction patterns of temperature quenched products at high pressure can be fit to other structures such as dhcp.
Introduction
Our knowledge of the deep interior of the Earth is pieced together from information obtained from a number of measurements of physical and chemical properties of cosmochemically pertinent materials. Iron is thought to be the main constituent of the Earth's core because it is the most abundant element that satisfies the observed seismic velocities and densities. An accurate determination of its phase diagram and the equation of state at core conditions has been a long-sought goal of experimental geophysics. A number of experimental studies in the last few years have addressed the phase diagram of iron and its equation of state, but the increase in data has resulted in considerable confusion, particularly in regard to the phase diagram of iron. Unambiguous study requires in situ characterization of the sample's properties at well-defined pressure and temperature conditions.
In this paper, we report in situ x-ray diffraction measurements on iron at high P and T with the recently developed integrated technique of doubled sided multimode laser heated diamond anvil cell [Shen et al., 1996] . X-ray diffraction was performed at the superconducting wiggler beamline X17B1 at the National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS). The high pressure melting of iron was studied by in situ identification of solid and melt phases within a hot spot by x-ray diffraction. Phase relation and crystal structures were determined at pressures to 84 GPa and tempera- The incident x-ray beam was controlled by a pair of adjustable slits and focused by a pair of grazing incidence Kirkpatrick-Baez (K-B) mirrors which are capable of focusing a 70 pm incident white beam down to 3-5 pm FWHM [Yang et al., 1995] . The beam size at the sample position was measured by scanning a sharp edge [Mao and Hemley, 1996] and was set at 10x10 pm FWHM. By mounting diamond anvil cells on a rotary stage, the entire two dimensional diffraction cone can be collected and averaged. The rotation is especially useful for high-temperature studies where effects of recrystallization can be significant. Two types of samples were used. One was pure iron powder (-•1 pm grain size), and the other was a mixture of iron and NaC1 (or MgO, A1203) in a ratio of approximately 1:1 by volume. The mixture was used to avoid coarse crystal growth at high temperature [Funamori et al., 1996] . One argument against using a mixture with oxides or halides is the possible reaction of iron with the medium [Boehler et al, 1995] . In our study, no observable reactions were found by either x-ray diffraction or electron microprobe when materials were assured to be dry and loaded in inert conditions. NaC1, MgO, and AI203 discs were used as media and isolation materials. These pressed polycrystalline discs were made between two diamond anvils to less than 5 !•m thickness. In addition of being chemically inert, a thermal insulator, and having low-strength, the preferred pressure media should have a simple x-ray diffraction pattern with peaks that do not overlap with those of iron. Among the tested materials, NaCl is considered to be the most suitable medium and A1203 to be the least.
The sample geometry is shown schematically in When crystalline peaks appear at a certain P-T condition, we assign that P-T point as solid, because the whole sampling volume is uniformly heated and the diameter of the heated volume (20 -50 gin) is much larger than the x-ray beam size (10x 10 gm). However, when there is a loss of diffraction peaks, it is not always certain whether the material has melted. While the small xray beam ensures the probing of a uniform high P-T region, the number of crystallites within the sampling region may be statistically insufficient for polycrystalline x-ray diffraction analysis.
Possible crystal growth at high temperatures further compounds the problem. Several procedures were employed to minimize this effect. First, the iron sample was mixed with MgO (or A1203 or NaCI) powder in a ratio of approximately 1:1 by volume. Although the mixture sample helps to prevent the coarse crystallinity, we still often observe the preferred orientation effect at high temperature, i.e., odd peak intensities or even missing diffraction peaks. Furthermore, by rotating the diamond cell around its axis, the entire diffraction cone is collected and averaged. With the laser beam coaxial to the rotating axis, the heating spot is unaffected by the rotation. In addition, efforts were made during experiments to bracket the melting temperatures by in•:reasing and decreasing temperatures to observe the loss of diffraction peaks and reappearance of crystalline peaks, respectively. Despite these efforts, we caution that the conclusive identification of melts is still limited by the EDXD technique. Further improvements in the use of x-ray diffraction for identifying melting should be possible with area detection techniques and by direct measurement of the structure factor of the melt.
Representative diffraction patterns are shown in Figure 4 . In Figure 4a , iron crystallizes in hexagonal-close-packed (hcp) c structure at 23 GPa at ambient temperature. As the temperature was raised to 1861+_50 K, the hcp diffraction peaks disappeared completely, and new peaks corresponding to the face-centeredcubic (fcc) ¾ structure appeared. The diffraction peaks of ¾ iron disappeared above 2378+_50 K and reappeared when temperature was lowered to 2220+_50 K, bracketing the melting temperature. The completeness of the transition is a clear indication that the entire region sampled by the x-ray diffraction has uniform P-T conditions, a major improvement relative to previous experiments [1996] . Above 60 GPa, our data show that there is an increase in melting slope (dT/dP) and our lower bound to the melting curve is higher in temperature than M2-M3 and lies between M2-M3 and M1. The slope increase qualitatively agrees with Boehler [1993] , but our data show that it happens at lower pressures (60 GPa). This is consistent with the triple point (s-¾-1) location based on our data for the solid-solid phase transition. Due to limited points and uncertainties in identification of the melt at pressures above 60 GPa, it is difficult to quantitatively extrapolate the melting to core pressures.
In comparing our results with previously reported data, it is worth discussing the criteria used to identify melting. deanloz and Kavner [1996] summarized five types of melting criteria, namely fluid flow, glass feature, quench texture, change in sample properties, and temperature versus laser power correlation.
They concluded that the most reliable criteria for determining melting inside the laser heated diamond cell are fluid flow and quenched glass observations. The criterion of textural change (fluid flow) has been adopted by Boehler [1993] , Jephcoat and Besedin [1996] and Sitaud and Thevenin [1996] . However, the underlying cause of the textural change is still not well established. Shen et al. [1993] pointed out that the textural change becomes less obvious as pressure increases; above 40 GPa, only very occasional and small movement is typically observed, making it difficult to identify the onset of melting. We believe that xray diffraction provides a more reliable way to recognize melting. However, preferred orientation and coarse crystallinity at high temperature make it difficult to recognize melting with EDXD technique. As shown in Figure 3 , most runs only gives us the highest temperatures where solid crystalline phases were observed. These values could be close to the melting temperatures since experiments were repeated several times in a similar pressure range, and we tried to minimize the coarse crystallinity and to increase the statistics for x-ray diffraction analysis as mentioned previously. As a result, we consider these data to be a lower bound on the melting curve. Further technical improvements may include using area detectors to further increase statistics or observing the positive signals such as the structure factor of melt.
High P-T Phases
A line is drawn in Figure 3 Andrault et al [ 1997] found the orthorhombic structure of iron at high P-T. In this study, no new phases other than c and ¾ at pressures above 12 GPa and temperatures above 1400 K were observed. However, we do observe dhcp structure on temperature quenched products while samples are at high pressures (<60 GPa). In the previous studies by $axena et al. [1995] and Yoo et al. [1995] , a low power TEMoo YAG laser was used and the sample was heated only from one side. This technique inevitably leads to strong temperature gradients both in radial and axial directions, resulting in x-ray diffraction from a sample at various temperatures. For example, from their reported diffraction patterns, a mixture of diffraction with •-Fe and ¾-Fe can often be seen. In contrast, our improved system records the diffraction data from well-defined P-T conditions. As shown in Figure 4 , a complete transition from e phase to ¾ phase can be clearly observed at high temperature, indicating that the entire sampled region for x-ray diffraction has uniform P-T. So we conclude that the appearance of the dhcp structure is an effect of the temperature gradient in these earlier experiments. In other words, the dhcp peaks observed in situ probably arise from regions of the sample at very low temperatures and the resulting incomplete transformation between e and ¾. The observation of the dhcp structure of $axena et al. [1995] was based on the temperature quenched runs and thus does not conflict with our observations. However, $axena et al. [1995] proposed a stability field for the [3-phase at high P-T. This study shows that the appearance of the dhcp structure as a temperature-quench product (or the result of incomplete transformation) indicates that the phases (e' or 13) have no stability field, at least in the indicated P-T range. The alignment of the x-ray beam and the laser heating spot is often not described in detail in the reported studies and its importance is usually ignored in explaining the x-ray diffraction from laser heated diamond cells. As mentioned previously, we align the laser spots and the x-ray beam to the same point (2 gm accuracy) by comparing and coordinating the two dimensional x-ray image and the optical microscope images. We check the completeness of the phase transition (e.g., e-Fe to ¾-Fe, Figure 4a ) and the sign of thermal shift of diffraction peaks as temperature increases to make sure proper alignment and that it is maintained as the experiment continues. Good alignment and well-defined P-T conditions are essential for obtaining unambiguous information.
